2021-22 Curriculum Review Teams

**Team A:** Jacy Hill, Renaldo Arroyo, Kathleen Hicks

**Team B:** Angela Bono, Karin Young-Gomez, Charles Kim

**Team C:** Sarah Villaseñor, Isabel Stierle, Erica Menchaca

**Team D:** Kim Nickell, Creighton Magers, Peter LeGrant

**Team E:** Isaac Sanchez, Steven Brown, Victor Diaz

**Team F:** John Hart, Laura Luiz, Dianthe Hoffman

**Team G:** David Neville, Michael Fredenberg, Bernadette Towns

**Team H:** Carl Dean, Kris Tiner, Kristopher Stallworth

**Programs:** Jacy Hill, Keri Kennedy, Kristopher Stallworth

**GE review Team:** Jacy Hill, Keri Kennedy, Sarah Villasenor

*Purpose:* Using the reviewer guidelines, this team will perform a focused review of courses requesting GE consideration. Recommendations will be made to the larger curriculum body.